Welcome to day 1 of Around the World in 5 Days! This whole week we are traveling virtually around the world to 5 different countries across 5 different continents. Today, we are traveling to India and ready to learn more about the history, culture, food, and sights of this beautiful country.

**Video**
- [India: Taj Mahal](#)

**Read Aloud Video**
*Ganesha's Sweet Tooth Paperback*
by Sanjay Patel & Emily Haynes

**Craft Video**
*Diwali Craft for Kids - Make Beautiful Paper Diya*

Credit to Culture Groove Kids for the tutorial.

**Video**
- [Diwali Celebration | How to & Why We Celebrate Indian Festivals](#)

**Snack**
*Diwali Sweets Recipe - Coconut Barfi*

Credit to Culture Groove Kids for the tutorial.

**Activity Video**
*Diwali Dance Activity for Kids*

Credit to Bollywood Groove

**Extra Educational Videos**
- [Dance Along to Finger Family and Learn Colors in Hindi & English](#)
- [Salaam Namaste | Hello in Different Languages](#)